Low total psoas area as scored in the clinic setting independently predicts midterm mortality after endovascular aneurysm repair in male patients.
Preoperative sarcopenia is an established risk factor for poor outcomes after surgery. Methods for assessing sarcopenia are either complex, time consuming, or poorly validated. We aimed to assess the interobserver reliability of scoring psoas area at the level of the L3 vertebra and to evaluate whether sarcopenia scored by this simple and rapid method correlated with other fitness scoring methods or impacted on mortality and duration of stay for patients undergoing endovascular aneurysm repair (EVAR). We had access to 191 preoperative computed tomography scans of patients who underwent EVAR. For each scan the axial slice at the most caudal level of the L3 vertebra was extracted. Three observers independently calculated the combined cross-sectional area of the left and right psoas muscle at this level. Interobserver variability was calculated as per Band and Altman. Psoas area was normalized for patient height with sarcopenia defined as total psoas area of <500 mm2/m2. The effect of sarcopenia on patient survival was assessed using Cox proportional hazards models. Kaplan-Meier curves are also presented. Interobserver reliability of scoring psoas area was acceptable (reproducibility coefficient as percent of mean for each observer pair: 7.92%, 7.95%, and 14.33%). Sarcopenic patients had poorer survival (hazard ratio, 2.37; P = .011) and an increased hospital duration of stay (4.0 days vs 3.0 days; P = .008) when compared with nonsarcopenic patients. Sarcopenic patients were more likely to self-report as unfit (12.4% vs 33.3%; P = .004). Sarcopenia did not correlate with an increased rate of postprocedure complications. Psoas area scoring has good interobserver reliability. Preoperative sarcopenia as defined by psoas area was associated with poorer survival and of longer length of stay. As all patients being worked up for an endovascular aortic aneurysm repair will undergo a computed tomography scan, this method is a rapid and effective way to highlight patients in the clinic setting who have an increased risk of morbidity and mortality after EVAR.